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Abstract

Motivated partly by the resurgence of neural computation research, and partly by
advances in device technology, there has been a recent increase of interest in analog,
continuous-time computation. However, while special-case algorithms and devices are
being developed, relatively little work exists on the general theory of continuous-time
models of computation. In this paper, we survey the existing models and results in this
area, and point to some of the open research questions.

1 Introduction
After a long period of oblivion, interest in analog computation is again on the rise. The
immediate cause for this new wave of activity is surely the success of the neural networks
"revolution", which has provided hardware designers with several new numerically based,
computationally interesting models that are structurally suciently simple to be implemented
directly in silicon. (For designs and actual implementations of neural models in VLSI, see
e.g. [30, 45]). However, the more fundamental explanation for this development is that as
hardware technology has advanced, it has become generally easier to experiment with and
manufacture individualized, special-purpose computational devices, as opposed to the mass
production of general-purpose processors and memory chips. This trend will continue and
become even more noticeable in the future, making all manners of special-purpose computational models practically as well as theoretically interesting objects of study.
There will thus be an increasing need of a theoretical understanding of the capabilities,
limitations, and e ectiveness of various kinds of special-purpose computational models: a
challenge directed right at the heart of computational complexity research. While the present
paper concentrates on the theoretical issues in analog computing, a similar situation exists,
or can be foreseen, in e.g. cellular automata [17] and other "complex systems" models of
computation (e.g. [36, 40]), molecular computing [1, 28, 42], optical computing [16, 41], and
| somewhat futuristically | quantum computation [6, 49].
While the work on analog computation theory goes back at least to Claude Shannon's
papers in the early 1940's [46, 47], the literature is not very extensive, and also does not answer
many of the questions that would appear most interesting from a present-day perspective. For
instance, while in recent years quite a number of papers have appeared on the computational
aspects of discrete-time analog models (e.g. [3, 7, 13, 24, 25, 29, 31, 36, 51]), the number of
papers on the implementationally more signi cant continuous-time models is far fewer. (And
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the amount of work on practically implementable models is close to nil. In particular, all
of these papers mentioned above except [29] ignore the e ects on the computing process of
imprecision and noise, two of the most pervasive practical problems in analog computation.)
And nally, while some work exists on computatibility in continuous-time systems, there
is practically none on the computational complexity aspects | even such basic notions as
computation time, input size, system size, etc. are still waiting for their proper, reasonably
general and implementation-independent de nitions.
In this paper we survey the existing research on the general computability and complexity
aspects of continuous-time computation models. In Section 2 we outline some mathematicallybased, implementationwise unconstrained models [3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 33, 44]. (We are staying
here at the level of individual, concretely speci ed models. In particular, an important collection of results we do not cover, although it properly would belong to this context, is the
work of Pour-El and Richards [39] on the general computability theory of common analytical and physical operators.) In Section 3 we move to models that have arisen from some
real or idealized physical implementations, such as mechanical or electrical di erential analyzers [46, 38, 43], or electronically implemented neural networks [20, 34]. In Section 4 we
discuss the few existing papers on computational complexity issues. We conclude in Section 5
by listing some of the main open research directions.

2 Unconstrained Models
By a continuous-time (analog) system we generally mean an n-dimensional system of autonomous ordinary di erential equations (ODE's) of the form

dx = f (x);
dt

(1)

where f : Rn ! Rn is the eld de ning the system. If the eld f is suciently smooth
(e.g. continuously di erentiable), then the system (1) determines a unique ow on Rn , i.e. a
function  : Rn+1 ! Rn such that for any x 2 Rn , (x; 0) = x and for all  2 R,

d (x; t)j = f ((x;  )):
t=
dt

(To be precise, the existence of a ow may only be guaranteed for  contained in some interval
I  R [19].) There are di erent ways of de ning a notion of computation in this context,
some of which we shall discuss below. (It is e.g. by no means obvious how one should present
the \inputs" to such a system, or how to read the \outputs.") A discrete-time (analog)
system is de ned similarly by an iterated map of the form xn+1 = f (xn ).
We begin by pointing out that any suciently regular discrete-time analog system can theoretically be embedded as a Poincare section (a \snapshot sequence") of a higher-dimensional
continuous-time analog system. (Speci cally, a system representable as a di eomorphic map
of the interval [0; 1]d to itself can be embedded as a section of a smooth ow on some (d + 1)dimensional manifold [37, p. 111].) Thus, for instance, the Turing machine simulations by
iterated piecewise-linear maps on [0; 1]2 presented by Moore [31, 32] and Koiran et al. [25]
can in principle be extended into smooth, locally three-dimensional systems. (Technically,
one needs to require here that the Turing machines to be simulated are invertible, but it is
well known [4, 5] that any Turing machine can be converted into an invertible one.) Moore
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in his paper [32] in fact discusses the issue of continuous-time embedding at some length,
and in [31] even presents a quasi-physical \billiard-ball" model for implementing the resulting continuous-time system. In this survey, however, we shall concentrate on explicitly-given
continuous-time systems, and not discuss discrete-time systems any further.
We also mention only in passing the simulation of Turing machines by three-dimensional
continuous-time systems with piecewise-constant derivatives presented by Asarin and Maler
in [3]. A technical point worth noting, though, is the general proof strategy used by both
Asarin and Maler, and most of the other recent authors of Turing machine simulations by
dynamical systems (e.g. [8, 25, 51], implicitly also [31]). One takes as the starting point the
standard correspondence of Turing machines and two-stack pushdown automata. The Turing
machine tape is rst represented as two opposing stacks, and then the contents of these stacks
are encoded in some manner as two real numbers, leading to a representation of the system
state as a point in R2 (usually constrained further to [0; 1]2). One then needs an additional
dimension to connect the states in a way that corresponds to the Turing machine transition
function. (And, in fact, both Asarin and Maler [3] and Koiran et al. [25] prove that, within
the class of systems they consider, two dimensions are not sucient for a continuous-time
simulation.)
The same basic idea of two-stack machine simulation is the starting point of the straightforward, but robust and quite elegant simulation of Turing machines by continuous-time
systems with continuous vector elds presented by Branicky in [8, 9]. By his technique one
can either obtain a simulation by Lipschitz-continuous systems in R5, or by non-Lipschitz
systems in R3.
Let us brie y outline Branicky's construction in R5 . Given a Turing machine M with at
most p tape symbols and states, one represents the instantaneous con guration of M as a
pair of integers (xL; xR), encoding the tape contents of M to the left and to the right of the
tape head, respectively, in a p-adic encoding. (The current state q of M can be encoded as,
say, the lowest-order digit of xR , so that q = xR mod p.) The transition function of M then
determines a \ nite-gain" discrete-time mapping f (xL ; xR) = (x0L ; x0R), where by nite gain
we mean that there is some constant M > 0 such that for any x 2 R2 , k f (x) k M k x k +M .
Branicky's reason for using integer instead of real-number encodings as in [25, 31, 51] is that
this gives the system some degree of robustness against small perturbations.
Now one's rst attempt at a continous-time simulation of the discrete-time system given
by f might be to de ne a system with state variables xL ; xR 2 R, and with system equations

dxL = ?x + f (x ; x );
L
L
L
R
dt
dxR = ?x + f (x ; x ):
R
R
L
R
dt

This approach to \updating" the state variables does not work, however, because the variables

xL and xR do not maintain their \old values" while the \new values" are being computed.

Branicky solves this dilemma by de ning a \two-phase" continuous-time system, introducing
an extra pair of state variables x~L ; x~R 2 R, and an explicit time variable  2 R. Using the
time variable he then de nes two periodic \clock" functions, S+ ( ) and S? ( ), whose values
oscillate alternatingly between 0 and 1. Now the state variables can be coupled together so
that when the S+ clock is \high," the new values (~xL ; x~R) = f (xL; xR) are computed, and
when the S? clock is high, these new values are simply copied from (~xL ; x~R) to (xL ; xR).
3

Formally (and ignoring some technical details), the continuous-time system is then constructed as follows. First one de nes the clock functions S ( ) as

S( ) = h(sin( ));
where

8
>< 0;
for r  1=4;
h(r) = > 4r ? 1; for 1=4 < r  1=2;
: 1;
for 1=2  r  1;

and then connects the state variables (roughly) as follows:
dx~L = (?x~ + f (x ; x ))  S ( );
L
L
L
R
+
dt
dx~R = (?x~ + f (x ; x ))  S ( );
R
R
L
R
dt
dxL = (?x + x~ )  S ( );
L
L
?
dt
dxR = (?x + x~ )  S ( );
R
R
?
dt
d = c (constant):
dt

+

One aspect of the construction we are ignoring is how to make the time  run \slowly enough,"
i.e. how to choose the appropriate constant c so that the other state variables can complete
their updates within one clock period. We refer the reader to the original papers [8, 9] for
details such as this.
Branicky credits Brockett [10, 11] for rst introducing this two-phase trick, in a more
specialized context. However, while the construction technically achieves its purpose, it
is conceptually somewhat unsatisfactory as it basically digitizes the analog system. (At a
fundamental level, our \digital" computers are clocked analog systems too, although with
a potentially in nite number of state variables.) It would be of interest to understand the
computational capabilities of continuous-time systems without clocks, even if this notion may
be dicult to make precise. (One possible, although maybe too restrictive condition would
be to require that the system possess a Liapunov function whose value is bounded from below
and decreases in time along every system trajectory [19].)
The trick to go from the above presented ve-dimensional Turing machine simulation
to a three-dimensional simulation [8, 9] is to simply rst encode the con guration pair
(xL ; xR) 2 Z 2 as a single integer x = 2xL 3xR , and then continue as before. Unfortunately, using this prime-power encoding destroys the nite-gain property of the discrete-time transition
mapping, and consequently the resulting continuous-time system will be non-Lipschitzian. It
seems to be an open question whether Turing machines can be simulated in three dimensions
by robust, Lipschitz-continuous systems. (The continuous embeddings of the piecewise-linear
maps of [25, 31, 32] ought to satisfy the Lipschitz condition; however these systems are
sensitive to arbitrarily small perturbations.)
Computability by partial di erential equations has been studied by Omohundro [33] and
Rubel [44]. Given an arbitrary two-dimensional cellular automaton M with the Moore
(i.e., nine-neighbor) neighborhood, Omohundro constructs a system of ten coupled nonlinear
PDE's, with two space variables and one time variable for simulating M . Since two- (and even
4

one-) dimensional cellular automata can simulate Turing machines [17], Omohundro's construction establishes that also continuous-time PDE's are universal computational systems.
However, the simulation is again rather digital, the idea being to evolve localized \bumps"
in the XY{space, whose height indicates the state of the simulated automaton at each cell
position.
Rubel [44], on the other hand, in his work on the \extended analog computer" (EAC) is
interested in the production of real functions as solutions to systems of di erential equations
set up in a certain systematic \quasi-e ective" manner. He starts from the \general-purpose
analog computer" (GPAC) systems de ned by Shannon [46, 47] and Pour-El [38] (see below),
and extends these with the capability to solve boundary-value problems for systems of PDE's
de ned by lower-order versions of the EAC. Rubel proves that the EAC is a quite powerful
generation model, being able to produce many functions which are beyond the GPAC model
(for some examples, see below).

3 Constrained Models
Let us then move to analog computation models that correspond to idealized versions of
existing devices | which of course does not mean that arbitrary computations in these
models could be precisely implemented by any real physical hardware.
The earliest theoretical study of the computational capabilities of analog devices seems
to have been Shannon's 1941 [46] work on the generative power of Bush's Di erential Analyzer [12]. Di erential analyzers can be built either mechanically, out of rotating gears and
shafts connecting them, or electronically from resistors and capacitors. Bush's original machine was (electro-)mechanical; electronic di erential analyzers were developed during World
War II initially for re control purposes, and were then widely used in engineering until the
1960's. We shall discuss here only very brie y the electronic version of the device; for more
details we refer the reader to the large literature on the solution of engineering problems on
di erential analyzers, e.g. any of the textbooks [18, 22, 23, 26].
Electronic di erential analyzers are constructed by interconnecting resistors, capacitors,
and high-gain operational ampli ers in a systematic manner. Recall that, given a timevarying input voltage u(t), a resistor of resistance R creates (passes) a current i(t) = u(t)=R,
and a capacitor of capacitance C creates a current i(t) = C du(t)
. Operational ampli ers act
dt
as simple (large) constant voltage multipliers. In particular, since voltage di erences across
capacitors correspond to integrals of capacitative currents, they can, with the help of resistors
and ampli ers, also be used to perform integration over input voltages. Figure 1 illustrates
the
?1 R u(t) dt,
design of an integrator which, for input voltage u(t), gives the response v (t) = RC
assuming the gain of the ampli er A is very large.
Abstractly, an electronic di erential analyzer can be viewed as consisting of the following
kinds of computational devices, interconnected into a possibly cyclic network [38]:
1. Integrator. A two-input,
R one-output device producing from input functions u(t), v(t)
the output function u(t) dv (t) + C , where C is a constant whose value depends on
the initial settings of the device.
2. Constant multiplier. A one-input, one-output device producing from input u(t) the
output Cu(t), where C is an arbitrarily chosen real constant.
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Figure 1: An electronic integrator.
3. Adder. A two-input, one-output device producing from inputs u(t), v (t) the output
u(t) + v(t).
4. Variable multiplier. A two-input, one-output device producing from inputs u(t), v (t)
the output u(t)  v (t).
5. Constant function. A one-input, one-output device producing from input u(t) the
output C1(t)  1.
Among these devices, the variable multiplier is in fact redundant, because it can be implemented as
Zt
Zt
u(t)  v(t) = u( ) dv( ) + v( ) du( ) + u(0)v(0):
0

0

Pour-El [38] (and already Shannon [46] in the context of the mechanical di erential analyzer) observes that a real function u(t) can be generated from the input t on some interval
[0; T ] by a network of devices of the above types, if and only if there is a system of ODE's of
the form
n
dui = X
duk ; i = 2; : : :; n;
(2)
a
ijk uj
dt
dt
j;k=0

where u0 (t) = 1, u1(t) = t, together with initial conditions ui (0) = u0i , such that the system
has a unique solution (u2(t); : : :; un(t)) for t 2 [0; T ], and u(t) = un (t) on this interval.
If one in addition requires that the system (2) possess a \domain of generation," meaning
that any sequence of initial values suciently close to (u02; : : :; u0n ) gives rise to a locally
unique solution, then one can show that this class of \GPAC-generable" functions u(t) in
fact coincides with the class of di erentially algebraic functions, i.e. those that satisfy some
algebraic di erential equation of the form

P (t; u; u0; u00; : : :; u(n)) = 0;
where P is a nonzero polynomial in all its variables. (This result was rst claimed by Shannon [46], then by Pour-El [38], who argues that Shannon's proof was seriously incomplete,
and nally by Lipshitz and Rubel [27], who also claim to have discovered a gap in Pour-El's
reasoning.)
One corollary of this characterization of the GPAC-generable functions is that some interesting functions already known to be not di erentially algebraic are thus shown to be not
generable by di erential
analyzer -type analog computers. These include,
[46] the Gamma
R
P e.g.
1
function ?(s) = 01 ts?1 e?t dt, and Riemann's Zeta function  (s) = 1
.
k=0 k s However, these
two functions can be generated in Rubel's EAC-model discussed above [44].
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Figure 2: Hop eld's electronic neuron.
A di erent approach to continuous-time computation is taken in the electronically-based
\neural network" model proposed by Hop eld in 1984 [20]. Here the basic computational
unit is an electronic \neuron," schematically shown in Figure 2.
As Figure 2 llustrates, Hop eld-type neurons are again constructed from resistors, capacitors, and ampli ers; however this time the ampli ers are assumed to have some saturating
nonliner response characteristic  such as  (u) = tanh(u)+ . A \continuous-time Hop eld
network" then consists of some nite number of interconnected units of this type.
Let us consider the behavior of a neuron i in a network of n such neurons. Let i and Ci
be the input resistance and capacitance, respectively, of the ampli er at neuron i. Denote
the input voltage of the ampli er by ui , and the output voltage by vi . In order to establish
also inhibitory interconnections between neurons, also the inverted output voltages vi = ?vi
are needed. (For simplicity, we indicate voltages relative to some reference level V0 .)
The neuron i, as shown in Figure 2, draws input from other neurons (indicated as j and
k in the Figure) via resistors, whose resistances are denoted by Rij and Rik . The voltages vj
and vk are obtained from the appropriate output terminals of neurons j and k, depending
on whether the interconnections are excitatory or inhibitory.
The circuit equations for a network of n neurons can now be written as
n
1 (v  ? u );
ui = X
i
Ci du
+
dt 
R j i
i

j=1

ij

for i = 1; : : :; n:

(3)

By choosing the circuit parameters appropriately and normalizing the RC constants to 1, one
can use such a network to implement any system of rst-order nonlinear di erential equations
of the form
n
dui = ?u + X
hij (uj ); i = 1; : : :; p:
(4)
i
dt
j=1

(One essentially chooses Rij = 1=hij and normalizes; for details see [20].)
Hop eld proved in [20], by a Liapunov-function argument, that if the interconnections
between the neurons are symmetric, i.e. if Rij = Rji for every pair i; j = 1; : : :; n, then the
system (3) is globally asymptotically stable, i.e. from any initial voltage state (u1; : : :; un ) the
network relaxes towards some stable equilibrium state. One can thus view such a network
as performing an input-output mapping from initial states to their respective equilibrium
states. (Note that this point of view completely ignores the time-evolution of the system,
7

which was the central topic of interest in the study of di erential analyzers.) Based on
this convergence behavior, and the particular type of Liapunov function used in the proof,
Hop eld and others [20, 21, 14] have proposed various special-case uses of such networks for
associative memory and combinatorial optimization applications.
The general computational power of Hop eld's network model was studied in [34], where
it was shown that arbitrary polynomially space-bounded Turing machines can be simulated
by polynomial-size networks with the piecewise-linear ampli er response function

8
>< ?1; for u < ?1;
(u) = > u; for ? 1  u  1;
: 1; for u > 1:

However, the networks constructed in [34] are asymmetric, and the computational power of
polynomial-size symmetric networks remains an open question. (On the other hand, in [35]
it was shown that in the corresponding discrete-time model, asymmetric and symmetric
networks are computationally equivalent.) Also, the simulation in [34] uses a similar twophasing trick as Branicky's construction in [8, 9], and is thus in the same way somewhat
unsatisfactory. And nally, the result is only a lower bound on the computational power:
the possibility still remains that polynomial-size Hop eld networks might be even more powerful than polynomial-space Turing machines: conceivably even nite networks might have
universal power, as was the case with the models discussed in Section 2.

4 Computational Complexity
Very little work has been done on the potentially most fruitful eld of computational complexity analysis of continuous-time systems. Even the basic de nitions have not yet been
xed in a universally acepted manner.
Apparently, the only published paper in this area is that of Vergis et al. [52], where
the authors study the possibility of using GPAC-type systems (cf. equation (2)), or more
generally Lipschitz-continuous systems of ODE's, for solving combinatorial problems faster
than is possible by digital means. By a standard numerical-integration argument, they come
to the conclusion that any analog computation can be simulated (integrated on a given interval
[0; t]), to an arbitrary precision " by a digital computer in a number of steps that is polynomial
in 1=" and R, the maximum magnitude of the second derivative of the simulated system. The
intended implication is then that Lipschitzian analog systems cannot be superpolynomially
more ecient than digital computers for solving limited-precision problems.
However, looking more carefully at the argument in [52], one notices that the number of
steps in the digital simulation is in fact exponential in the length of the analog time interval
[0; t], which is assumed predetermined in the proof. Of course, an analog computation can be
arti cially sped up to occur within any given time interval, but then the maximum second
derivative of the system during this interval increases. Thus, it seems that the length of the
interval [0; t] should also appear as a parameter in the result, and the argument in [52] is
inconclusive.
A promising approach to de ning a general notion of analog computation time is suggested
(based on discussions with the present author) in [50]. Let us assume that a system given
by a eld dx
= f (x) relaxes from an initial state x(0) = x towards a stable equilibrium
dt
state x(1) = x . De ne the computation time for input x and precision " > 0 to be the
8

smallest t  0 such that for all t > t , k x(t) ? x k  ". To obtain a natural time scale,
one linearizes the eld around the stable state x to obtain its stability matrix M (so that
close to x , dy
 My, where y = x ? x). If all of the eigenvalues of M have negative real
dt
parts, and ? is the largest of them, then the state of the system approaches x locally as
jx(t) ? xj  e?t [19]. (All the eigenvalues must have nonpositive real parts, since the system
is stable at x .) Thus, for every increase of 1= in t, the state gets closer to x by a factor of
e, and it is natural to choose 1= as the (local) unit of time.
Obviously, this approach is still preliminary: the time scales obtained are valid only locally,
in the vicinity of each individual stable state (although one can argue [50] that at least simple
systems \usually" converge \quickly" to one of these neighborhoods); and also it is not clear
how to de ne time scales for systems some of whose stability matrix eigenvalues vanish. There
is also the question how (and whether) to de ne a notion of input size in this model. The
authors of [50] propose considering the computation relative to a grid, and de ning the input
size as log2 1=", where "  1 is the largest gridsize for which the computation is performed
correctly, when both input and output are observed with precision ".

5 Conclusion and Open Problems
We have surveyed the so far rather sparsely and unsystematically researched eld of continuoustime computation theory. As has become apparent, most of the interesting research problems
are still open, and in some cases even the proper de nitions have not yet been established. The
most signi cant unexplored area is surely the computational complexity theory of continuoustime systems: here one should rst nd the correct de nitions for the basic notions of computation time, input size, etc., and then develop techniques for global analysis of interesting
concrete systems, in the spirit of traditional discrete algorithm analysis. (For an initial step,
one might look into the local analysis of the Hop eld associative memory presented in [50].)
In parallel, one should develop the appropriate notions of complexity classes, reductions, and
hard problems for continuous-time computation.
Also many interesting, more specialized problems remain open. In Section 2 we surveyed
some nite-dimensional systems capable of simulating Turing machines. However, in each
of these simulations there was little concern about implementability. Are any of the more
implementation-based nite-dimensional systems, e.g. nite Hop eld networks, computationally universal? Also, many of the Turing machine simulations presented were unsatisfactory
in being based on an explicitly constructed \system clock." What is the computational power
of continuous-time systems without such a clock, e.g. of systems that possess Liapunov functions? Again, the most interesting concrete example is the class of Hop eld networks with
symmetric neuron interconnections.
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